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In stuclying a space with certain structures defined on it,, a
commonly used method is to represent this abstract space by a concrete one
in the way that they are isomorphic under these structures. (The concrete
space is usually chosen to be a function space.) One example is the well-
known Cayley Representation Theorem in group theory. A more important
example is the Gelt-fand Theorem which asserts that every commutative unital
complex Banach algebra can be represented by the space of all complex-valued
continuous functions defined on a compact Hausdorff space.
In this thesis, we consider a speical type of spaces called
abstract Lp-spaces, in which linear, norm and lattice structures are
defined. (See the definition below.) We shall prove that every abstract
Lp space is isomorphic to the Lp(µ) -space for some measure space
where n is a locally compact Hausdorff space, is the
Borel field of 0 and p is a regular Borel measure (Theorem 6.5). On
the other hand, this theorem will in turn give a characterization of the
Lp-spaces in terms of their linear, norm and lattice structures.
hi.storloallys. theorems or this K1na haa. been proved. Dy
Bohnenblust[ 2], Kakutani[ 5], Gordon [3], Matri [7] and Lacey [6]. However,
they had either only consider more restricted cases or else their proofs were
not detail, especially in constructing the measure space. In this thesis,
we shall, give a detail proof for this theorem, with emphasis on the
construction of the measure space.
2CHAPTER I DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS
In this chapter., some basic definitions and lemmas are listed.
1.1 o Definition: A vector lattice is a (partially) ordered (real) vector space
X such that the least upper bound x V y exists for all x, y in X
The following facts for vector lattices are elementary and easy
to prove.
1 *2o Proposition: Fora vector lattice X and x, y, z, x, (E= 1, 2,..., n) in
X, we have






(g) is mutually disjoint
then






if and only if for all(k)
(1)
1.3. Definition: A ncacmed vector lattice X is a normed linear space which is
also a vector lattice such that the following "Riesz norm condition" is
satisfied:
if then
If, in addition., X is a Banach space., then X is called a Banach lattice.
1.4. Proposition: For x., y, z in a normed vector lattice, we have
and
Proof: By we have
and
Hence the proposition follows from the Rie s z norm c onditL on.
41.5. Corollary: The lattice operations and are continuous.(a)
If the n and(b)
If and for all n, then as well.(C)
The ordering is continuous, i.e., if(d)
and xn yn for all n, them as well.
Proof 4 (a) For
hence is continuous. Similar proof for the continuity ci
(b) The result follows from (a) and the definitions of
implies that As and(c) we
have which means that
(d) Apply (c) to the sequence
i .6o Definition: Let A Banach lattice is called an abstract L..-space
if the norm is p-.additive, i.e.,
whenever
It is easily seen that usual Lp(p)--spaces are abstract L.p spaces.
In order to obtain the representation theorem, various authors
have proposed various definitions for abstract Lp-spaces. Gordon in [3]
required that the ncwm is also p--superadditive (i.e.
whenever x y, 0) in his abstract LP-space, while Marti in [7] required
that his abstract Lp-space should be weakly sequentially complete. Kakutani
in [5] assumed the condition
whenever
in his (AL1) --space, but this is just a neat way for writing p--additivity and
5p-superadditivi ty together when p= 1
The confusion was not cleared until Bernau proved the following
theorem:
1.7.Theorem (B ernau): If the norm in a norme d vector lattice is p-additive,
then it is also p- super additive.
(For a proof, please refer to Bernaut s per [1].)
The importance of p-superadditivity is that it implies the
ó-order completeness of the space.
1.8. Proposition: If where are elements
of an abstract L space X, then exists and
Proof: Since it follows from the Riesz norm
condition that
Thus is a convergent sequence. Now for
by the p-superadditivity of hence
By the completeness of X,the limit
exists. That follvwrs from 1.5.(d).
1.9. Corollary Every abstract LP-space X is ó-order complete, i,e., every
countable subset of X which is bounded above has a least upper bound.
Proof: Suppose that jxn j is a sequence in X bounded above by an element
y o Replacing xn by and y by y-xi, we may
assume, without loss of generality, that By the
above propositi one exists and is an upper bound of
Furthermore, if for all n, then 6y 1 ,5. (d) s shod rig
that xo is the least upper bound of {x,
6CHAPTER II. PROJECTIONS
From now onwards,, X will always denote an abstract Lp-space,
and r will denote the positive cone
by2.1. Definition: For x e X+, we -define a mapping
for each
(The existence of this limit is guaranteed by 1.8.) Px is called a projection.










Proof: (a) and (b) follow from the definition of x. (c) a- By 1,2(e),
we have
Thus whence




hence Px(yn) Px(y) as
where(e): If a is a positive rational, say and
are integers, then t lim
(by(c)).
Ther of ore Pr(ay)= aPx(y) for any positive rational a. Since Px. is
continuous, the equality still holds for all a 0
(f)
For x ≤ y, using (a) and (b),
Therefore Similar proof for
8(g): Since and
the results follow.
implies that for all n, hence(h):
for all n, hence(i):
for any2.3. Lemma:
(by 2.2.(a))Proof:
(by the definition of PX)
(by 2.2.(c))
(by 2.2.(f))
9CHAPTER III, DECOMPOSITION INTO IDEALS
The main result of this chapter is Theorem 3.14 which is essential
in the proof of the representation theorem.
3.1. Definition: For the set is called a principal
ideal, with unit u denoted by [u].
In view of 2.2,(c), (d), (e) and (g), we have:
3.2. Proposition: Every principal ideal is a closed sub-lattice cone at X.
3.3. Proposition: For each is also an abstract L. ,-space in
itself.
Proof: First of all, is a vector subspace of is a
cone. We now show that if then Suppose
where Then
As [u] is a sublattice, is also in The a ddi-tivi iy of Pu
then implies that
Therefore Similarly we can show that To show that
is a sublattice, let Then
are all in and can be written as
and
hence they belong to as desired. Finally, let be a
sequence in wL tai limit z in 1199e have and
10
Thus by the closedness of Hence
This.. shows that is a closed subspace of X
and. whence that it is complete in itself
3.4. Theorem: For every abstract Lp-space, there is a family of
such that for eachmutually disjoint elements in there
exists uniquely a countable subset mx of m, so that
where for and for
Consequently,
Proof: (I) By Zorn' s lemma, there is a maximal family of mutually disjoint
elements in denoted it by
For finit ely many indices a1,...,am E m, since




(by Riesz norm condition)
Thus the set should be countable. It follows
from (1) and the ó-order completer ss of X that exists and
11
is less th an or eaua1 to x.
then by the maximalityLet x'= x
there exists an ao e m such thatof
then againthen
Hence in either case,
contradicting Lemma 2.3. Therefore we conclude that x
If we let for then has the required properties.
(III) For the uniqueness, suppose that there is another countable subset
of and for such that
and for for each we have
Therefore and bence then
(by (3))
a contradi ction. Therefore Finally, if for some
then
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a contradi ct L on again. Whence
(IV) The last identity follows from (2) and that the norm is continuous.
Theorem 3.4.. gives a direct decomposition of X+ into principal ideals
[«] Consequently, our problem of concrete representation can be reduced
to the case of abstract Lp-space of the type [u]- [u].
3.5. Definition: An element u of is caned a (weak) order unit if
(Hence X= [u]- [u] in this case.)
3.6. Proposition: Every separable abstract Lp space X has an order unit.
Proof': Let be a countable dense subset of
-Put
(The summation is convergent since X is complete.)
For any x 0, there exists a subsequent such that
and. hence for some k
This implies that
thenLet y
by what we have proved. This is a contradiction to Lemma 2.3« and hence
for all
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CHAPTER IV. CHARACTERISTIC EGENENTS
Throughout this chapter, all discussions are made in a fixed
principal ideal with unit U and the sub space [u]- [u].
4.1. Definition: An element e of X+ is called a characteristic element in
[u] if
(Equivalently,
The set of all characteristic elements will be denoted by
Clearly, if then and
4.2. Lemma.: far arty
Proof
4.3. Proposition: If then are all in
Thus e forms a Boolean algebra.
Proof: (a)
(c)




Thus which is in
then for each4.5. Proposition: If there exist
and such that
Proof For each Note that Po
thenand if (the identity map
on First we shall show that
for each
Since
by the additivity and positive-
homogenuity of Pr, we obtain
as asserted.
(That Pr follows from 2.2.(h))




and si miI arty,
Therefore
Let be given and choose a positive integer m so that
and.
Then
By. the above inequality. we have
he nee
4.6. GoroLlaxy: if 0. x. nu fcrr some positive integer n, then for each
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there is a linear combination of characteristic elements
with all ai ≥ 0 so that
Consequently, the set of all linear combinations of characteristic
elements with non-negative coefficients is dense in the set
for some positive integer n
Proof: The first part follows directly from the proposition. Since
mplies that
the second part follows.
4.7. Corollary: The set of all lire: ar combi nati cns. of oha rac teris tic
elements is dense in
Proof: For each we have
thus the set for some positive integer is dense in
Hence is dense in
conclude that is dense in [u]- [u]
Having established this density property of characteristic elements,
it is time to build a bridge across the gap between abstract Lp-space and
concrete Lpspace. And the characteristic element is the foundation of
this bridge.
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CHAPTER V. REPRESENTATION OF ABSTRACT Lp-SPACES WITH CORDER UNITS
Let us recall some definitions in general topology: a topological
space is said to be totally disconnected-if the clopen sets form a base a
Boolean space is a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff topological space.
The following theorem on Boolean algebras will give us the set
on which a concrete measure space is constructed.
5.1. Theorem (Stone): Every Boolean algebra is lattice isomorphic to the Boolean
algebra of clopen sets of a Boolean space.
(For a proof of this theorem, see Halmos [4], p078)
5.2. Proposition: Let 0 be the Boolean algebra of clopea sets of a Boolean space
Then the set cf all linear combinations of characteristic functions
is dense in
Procit: Clearly is a vector sublattice of containing constant
functions. In view of Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, it remains to show that
separates the points of . For any two distinct points in , they
can be separated by disjoint open sets since is Hau sdorff. Hence they
can be separated by disjoint olopen sets by the total disconnectedness of
It is now an easy matter to separate these two points by a function in
Recall that a (positive) Borel measure p on a locally compact
Hausdorff space D is said to be regular if
for each compact subset or(a)
(b) opens for each Borel set A;
(e) K compact] far each Borel set A.
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5.3. Lemma: Let be as in Proposition 5.2. Then each non- negative
finitely additive set fund ti on on 53 can be extended to a regular
Sorel measure on
Proof: First note that every element in can be uniquely expressed in
the following standard form where B1,..., Bn are mutually
Withdisjoint elements in and a1,..., an are all distinct.
Define a functional
By the finite additivity of the above identity still holds even if a
are not all distinct. Take and from both
having written in standard form, we zet
(by the adds. tivi ty af
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so is additive. Clearly is homogeneous and positive. By 5.2. 1
we may extend to be a positive linear ,i.nc tiara al on C (Q), The
Riesz Representation Theorem then asserts that there exists a regular Borel
for all The proof is now completed.
5 4. Proposition: If is a regular Borel measure on a Boolean space
then foris dense in
is dense in (with respect toProof: By Proposition 5.2.,
As
we see that is also dens e in with respect to Since
is dense in we conclude that is dens e
with respect to
We now prove the representation theorem for abstract L--spade
wi tai ccr der unit 0
5.5. Theorem: Every abstract Lp space X with order unit is linearly isometric
and lattice isomorphic to LP(P), where P is a regular Borel measure on
a Boolean space.
Procx Let u be an order unit of X. Construct the set of
charaoteristic elements in [u], and the vector sub space of X
generated by g, then is a Boolean algebra (Proposition 4.3.). Hence
by Stone's Theorem, is lattice isomorphic to the Boolean algebra
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of clopen subsets of a Boolean space O. Let this lattice isomorphism be
byonT. Define a non-negative real-valued function





It follows from Lemma 5.3. that. there exists a regular Borel measure on
such that Definefor all
for each element written
in standard form. It can be shown that L is linear and it maps onto
Furthermore,
is mutually disjoint)
thus L is as isometry as well.(and hence L is one to one.) As and
are dense in Ln(p) and X respectively (4,7. and 5,4.), we may extead
L to a linear isometry between L. (p) and X which maps onto
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This isometry must preserve the lattice structures of Lp(µ) and X
because it preserves their orderings, The proof of this theorem is then
completed.
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CHAPTER VI. DIRECT SUM OF MEASURE SPACES AND THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM
be a family of measure spaces whereLet
fart eachis a regular Borel measure on tie compact Hausorff space
denotes the Borel field af Construct the disjoint
and introduce the following topology inunion
for eachsubset A of is open if and only if is open in
Then clearly is a locally compact Hausdorff space and each
is a compact ciopen sub space of
6.1. Lemma: A subset A of is compact in if and only if is
for each a andcompact in for all but finitely many
indices a.
Proof: (a) Sufficiency: Suppose that except when
then
Since each is compact in it is also compact in Thus
A is compact in
(b) Necessity: is an open cover of A, hence there exist
finitely many indi.oes a1,..., an so that that is
except perhaps then Since A and are
compact in therefore is compact in which in turn implies
that is oompaot in
6.2. Lemma: If A is a Borel set in then is a Borel set in
for each
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Proof It can be checked that the family is a Borel
set in for eaoh is a ó-field of subsets of which contains all
open sets of hence this family contains all Borel sets of
In view of this lemma, we may define a non-negative extended
real-valued Borel measure on by
Note that if then for all but
countably mar,y indices a
6,3. Proposition: p is a regular Borel measure on
Proocf- (a) By Lemma 6,1, and that each is finite, we see that each
compact set of 0 is of finite measure.
(b) Outer regularity Let A be a Borel set in take
Then E is open,
then there exist countably many indices al, a2,...
such that
be given. Then for each i, there is an open se t Eai in
suo h that
by the outer regularity of each. Then E is open,
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(c) Inner regularity Let A be a Borel set i
then for each M>0, there exist, finitely many indices al,..., am such
that
By the inner regularity ofµ there is compact sub set a in 0 such
that and
Now let Then K is compact in
Thus sup compact, then there
exist countably many indices a1, a2,.., such that
For each there is a positive integer N such that
By the inner. re gularit y of each there is a
compact subset Kai in such that and
Take Then K is compact in and
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The regularity of u is now proved.
forIf f is an extended real-valued function defined on
some a , then we may extend f to be a f x tion defined on the whole
Whose values on are all zero. Conversely, a fumction
defined on which vanishe a outside a particular can be regarded as
a function defined on only. Since
we shall identify f and in the sequel.
For a function f defined on we write fa for the
restriction of f on
6.4. Proposition: Let and let f be an extended real-valued
Thenfunction defined on if and only if
for all but countably many indices a1, a2,..., and
this case, we have
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Prom: (a)_ Sufficiency: Suppose that except for
Then outside and
Hence
which show s that and.
(b) Necessity: Suppose that For any finitely many indices
we have and
Thus the set is at most countable, let




We now state and prove to representation theorem for abstract
Lp-space.
6,50 Theorem: For each abstract Lp-space X, there exist a locally compact
Hausdorf'f sp aoe 11 and a regular Borel measure u on 0 such that X is
linearly isometric and lattice isomorphic to
Proof: Decompose X into principal ideals as in Theorem 3.4.
Then by Theorem 5,5., each is isomorphic to where
is a regular Borel measure on a compact Hausdorff space Denote
this is omcrphism by Ia. Cons tru of and as above, Now for each
there uniquely exist countably many indices and
for each a such that Consider
Since we have
Hence by Proposition 6.4., Define
by
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and. It is easy to show that Ifor general
ontois a linear isometry from X Onto which maps
Hence I pre serves the orderings of X and and consequently I
is also a lattice isomorphism. The proof or the theorem is now completed.
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